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We have carried out geological studies including mapping at the scale 1 : 50 000 in the southern part of the San Salvador
Metropolitan Area to support urban planning and natural hazard mitigation. The study area extends over the Cordillera del
Bálsamo, marginal fault system and southern part of the Central Graben between the active San Salvador volcano and Ilopango caldera. It represents a segment in the Central American Volcanic Front. Volcanic rocks of the Late Miocene to recent
age, classified as the Bálsamo, Cuscatlán and San Salvador formations, occur in the area. Remnants of two large basaltic
andesite to andesite stratovolcanoes, Panchimalco and Jayaque, represent the Bálsamo Formation. They show periclinal dips
and facies zoning from lava flows and coarse epiclastic volcanic breccias of the proximal zone through epiclastic volcanic
breccias/conglomerates of the medial zone to epiclastic volcanic conglomerates and sandstones of the distal zone. Their ages
are 7.2–6.1 Ma and 2.6–1.5 Ma respectively. The Cuscatlán Formation comprises the Jayaque and Santo Tomás calderas, the
andesitic–dacitic Ilopango and Jayaque ignimbrites (1.9–1.4 Ma) in the SW and SE parts of the area, the Ilopango andesitic
volcano (1.5–0.8 Ma), the Loma Larga basaltic volcano (0.8–0.5 Ma), the Planes de Renderos caldera, the dacite–andesite
San Jacinto extrusive domes and effusive cone (0.4–0.25 Ma), the San José tuff/scoria cone, the Ilopango caldera extrusive
domes (0.25–0.05 Ma), the Antiguo Cuscatlán scoria cone (0.2–0.08 Ma) and older tephra deposits of the Coatepeque and
Ilopango calderas exposed along marginal faults of the Central Graben. The San Salvador Formation occurs as tephra
cover along the crest of the Cordillera del Bálsamo where it rests on laterites atop the Bálsamo Formation and in the Central
Graben. Tephra units belong to the Coatepeque caldera (Arce and Congo), San Salvador volcano (Apopa, G1 and G2) and
Ilopango caldera (Tierra Blanca 1–4) spanning 70–1 ka. Tephra units are separated by palaeosols and aeolian dusty deposits.
Las amenazas naturales afectan al territorio de El Salvador en toda su extensión de manera constante. Se ha llevado a
cabo un mapeo geológico en la parte Sur del Área Metropolitana de San Salvador (AMSS), asimismo se han evaluado las
amenazas naturales potenciales que pueden afectar a la zona. El área de estudio se extiende sobre la Cordillera del Bálsamo, el sistema de fallas marginales y en la parte Sur del Graben Central entre los volcanes activos de San Salvador y la
Caldera de Ilopango; representando un segmento del frente volcánico de Centro América. Las rocas volcánicas del Mioceno tardío hasta de edad reciente que pertenecen a las Formaciones Bálsamo, Cuscatlán y San Salvador conforman la
geología del área. Los remanentes de dos extensos estratovolcanes basálticos-andesíticos hasta andesíticos, Panchimalco y Jayaque, representan la Formación Bálsamo. Estos presentan un buzamiento periclinal y zonas con facies que van
desde flujos de lava y brechas epiclásticas volcánicas gruesas de la zona proximal, brechas epiclásticas volcánicas/conglomerados de la zona media hasta los conglomerados volcánicos epiclásticos y areniscas de la zona distal. Su edad están entre los 7.2–6.1 Ma y 2.6–1.5 Ma respectivamente. La Formación Cuscatlán está representada por las Calderas Jayaque y Santo Tomás, las ignimbritas andesíticas/dacíticas de Ilopango y las ignimbritas de Jayaque (1.9–1.4 Ma) en la
parte SO y SE del área, el volcán andesítico de Ilopango (1.5–0.8 Ma), el volcán basáltico Loma Larga (0.8–0.5 Ma), la
Caldera Planes de Renderos, los domos extrusivos dacíticos/andesíticos de San Jacinto y el cono efusivo (0.4–0.25 Ma),
el cono de toba/escoria de San José, los domos extrusivos de la Caldera de Ilopango (0.25–0.05 Ma), el cono de escoria
de Antiguo Cuscatlán (0.2–0.08 Ma) y los depósitos de tefra inferiores de las calderas de Coatepeque e Ilopango expuestos a lo largo de las fallas marginales del Graben Central. La Formación San Salvador está presente como una cubierta
de tefra que cubre la cresta de la Cordillera del Bálsamo a lo largo de su extensión, donde yace en lateritas sobre la Formación Bálsamo y en el Graben Central. Las unidades de tefra que pertenecen a la Caldera Coatepeque (Arce y Congo) el Volcán de San Salvador (Apopa, G1 y G2) y la Caldera de Ilopango (Tierra Blanca 1–4) cubren un periodo de tiempo entre 70–1 ka. Las unidades de tefra están separadas por horizontes de suelos fósiles y depósitos de polvo eólicos.
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1. Introduction
Natural hazards threaten the territory of El Salvador
constantly and extensively. Location of the country in the
Pacific “ring of fire”, over an active subduction zone, is
a cause for intense tectonic/seismic and volcanic activities. Unconsolidated rocks, especially tuffs, and dynamic
relief of the active volcanic arc along with heavy rains
and hurricanes during the long-lasting rainy season each
year stimulate exogenetic geological processes – erosion,
mass movements and floods. Disasters of small, medium
or large order – earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, lahars,
landslides, erosion, and floods – are responsible for large
losses on lives, property and economic development
(Rose et al. 2004).
Ongoing rapid urbanization and demographic concentration is taking over important forested zones on slopes
of San Salvador volcano, San Jacinto and Cordillera
de Bálsamo in the southern part of the San Salvador
metropolitan area (Area Metropolitana de San Salvador
– AMSS), disregarding natural conditions and potential
hazards. Under these circumstances Government of El
Salvador as well as the San Salvador Office of Urban
Planning (Oficina de Planificación del Área Metropolitana de San Salvador – OPAMSS) have indicated a primary interest in gaining relevant information on natural
conditions, including evaluation of natural hazards in the
given, densely populated, area. Geological and geomorphological studies are essential tools in understanding
endogenetic and exogenetic geological processes and in
the prevention/mitigation of natural hazards. Reconnaissance geomorphological analysis, geological mapping
and natural hazards assessment were first carried out in
a broader area by a team of the Czech Geological Survey
in cooperation with the Servicio Nacional de Estudios
Territoriales of El Salvador (SNET) in the framework of
the Czech development program (Hradecký et al. 2004).
During the years 2007–2009, more detailed studies continued in the relevant area (southern part of the AMSS)
in the framework of the technical cooperation between
the Czech Geological Survey and the OPAMSS as a part
of the Czech Republic development project RP/6/2007
(Šebesta 2007; Chamra et al. 2010).
In the following text we report results of our geological and geomorphological investigations with a special
emphasis given to lithological aspects, palaeovolcanic
reconstruction and volcanic evolution of the area based
on conventional K–Ar dating.

2. Geological setting
Two parallel mountain ranges extend over El Salvador in
a WNW–ESE direction separated by a central plateau and
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rimmed by a narrow coastal plain next to the Pacific coast
(Fig. 1). The southern mountain range is actually a discontinuous chain of more than twenty Late Pleistocene to
recent volcanoes clustered into six groups with attached
remnants of older volcanic formations to the south – the
Cordillera del Bálsamo. The chain of recent volcanoes
follows the Central Graben (Fig. 1). Between the volcanic
cones extend alluvial basins and rolling hills, eroded from
ash/tuff deposits. They represent only a quarter of the
Salvadorian territory but are the most densely populated
and include the country’s largest cities. The cities were
established close to active volcanoes to benefit from the
available resources, such as fertile soils. Since historical
times, destruction related to natural hazards has been a
constant threat.
The Metropolitan Area of San Salvador (AMSS)
covers 590 km2. It is located mostly between the San
Salvador volcano to the west and the Ilopango caldera
to the east, both active volcanoes with historical eruptions (Figs 1–2). Most of AMSS extends over the Tierra
Blanca tuff plain inside the Central Graben. Due to rapid
urbanization and dramatic increase in population during
the last 30 years, development has spread northward and
north-eastward as well as southward and south-westward
into the marginal fault zone of the graben and up to the
crest of the Cordillera del Bálsamo. This area has been
selected as the subject of the current study.

3. Geodynamic and geotectonic settings
El Salvador territory represents a segment of the Central
American Volcanic Front (CAVF) that extends from
Guatemala to Panama (Carr et al. 2007). Tertiary to
recent volcanic activity is related to the subduction of
the oceanic Cocos Plate beneath the edge of the Caribbean Plate (Fig. 3), the rate of which is 73–84 mm/year
(DeMets 2001). The CAVF has been in its present position since the Late Miocene. Its trenchward migration
during the Late Miocene time was related to the slab
break-off and subduction rollback steepening from ~50°
at 12 Ma to over 65° at present (Plank et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2002; Mann 2007). The subduction rollback and
related steepening were responsible also for the inter-arc/
back-arc extension giving rise to the trench-parallel Nicaraguan Depression, a graben hosting most of the Late
Pliocene–Quaternary CAVF volcanoes. DeMets (2001)
and Mann (2007) have argued for the involvement of
pull-apart extension at right-stepping stepovers along
a major right-lateral fault system aligned with active
volcanic chain. Such mechanism is supported by fault
pattern, fault slip data and right-lateral focal mechanism
of major earthquakes (Corti et al. 2005; Agostini et al.
2006). The driving force is the slightly oblique subduc-
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tion of the Cocos Plate that moves a forearc sliver at the
rate of 14 mm/year along the right-lateral El Salvador
Fault Zone (ESFZ) formed along the active volcanic
axis (DeMets 2001). Between the dextral ESFZ and the
sinistral Motagua fault system there is a broad zone with
estimated rate of nearly E–W extension of 8 mm/year
(Fig. 3).

The geodynamic setting is reflected in the fault pattern
of the study area and its surroundings characterized by
a combination of the WNW–ESE trending right-lateral
strike-slip faults and NNW–SSE to N–S trending dipslip faults (Fig. 4). Right lateral strike-slip faults having
a transtension component limit a subsided block of the
Central Graben against the uplifted and southward tilted
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block of the Cordillera del Bálsamo. Movement on these
faults was related to major earthquakes in the San Salvador area (Martínez-Díaz 2004; Corti et al. 2005). Less
conspicuous dip-slip extension faults accommodate the
ENE–WSW oriented extension. Apparently, faults of
this orientation have controlled also recent eruptions of
the San Salvador volcano (Sofield 2004). Both fault slip
measurements and focal mechanism interpretations point
108

to the stress field with orientation of σ1 and σ3 NNW–SSE
and ENE–WSW, respectively (Corti et al. 2005; Agostini
et al. 2006).

4. Geology and volcanic evolution of the
area
Publications and/or reports dealing with geology of the
study area, especially its southern part in the Cordillera
del Bálsamo, are rather limited. Fundamentals of the
Salvadorian geology have been laid down by Williams
and Meyer-Abich (1955) and Meyer-Abich (1960),
while Weyl (1961, 1980) discussed geological structure and evolution of El Salvador in the framework of
whole Central America. Geological mapping carried out
by the German Geological Survey (Bundesanstalt für
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, Hannover) has been
concluded by compilation of the geological map of El
Salvador on the scale 1 : 500, 000 (Weber et al. 1974)
and, subsequently, 1 : 100 000 (Bosse et al. 1978). With
few exceptions these maps have not been outmatched
yet and have served as the basis for currently used major
lithostratigraphic units as established by Wiesemann
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(1975) and Reynolds (1980). Schmidt-Thomé (1975)
treated in a greater detail geology in the area of the capital San Salvador, including compilation of a geological
map on the scale 1 : 15 000 (Centro de Investigaciones
Geotécnicas 1987). This work was later supplemented by
the study of the Salvadorian–Italian consortium (Consorcio 1988) with emphasis given to properties of rocks
and soils and to potential hazards. Reconnaissance studies
of geology, geomorphology and natural hazards, carried
out by the Czech Geological Survey team in cooperation
with the SNET (Hradecký et al. 2003, 2004, 2005; Rapprich and Hradecký 2005; Rapprich et al. 2010), have
brought new ideas concerning volcanic stratigraphy and
evolution in different parts of El Salvador including the
AMSS. They concluded that the generalized stratigraphic

scheme of Wiesemann (1975) is not suitable for detailed
geological mapping that requires lithostratigraphic units
respecting local volcanic successions. The well focussed
research of Rolo et al. (2004) and Hernández (2004,
2008) was devoted to lithology and geotechnical aspects
of the Ilopango caldera tephra deposits (Tierra Blanca)
that represent substratum of the central and eastern parts
of the city San Salvador.

4.1. Geological setting and lithostratigraphic
units
The area of study in the Cordillera del Bálsamo and Central Graben of El Salvador (Figs 1, 3) represents a small
part in the northern segment of the Tertiary to Quaternary
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CAVF, parallel to the Pacific coast and Middle America
Trench (Stoiber and Carr 1973). Widespread intermediate/silicic volcanics of the Oligocene–Miocene Morazán
and Chalatenango formations (Fig. 1), mostly andesitic to
rhyolitic ignimbrites, were related to calderas behind the
present volcanic arc north of the Central Graben (Reynolds 1980). A change in geometry of the subduction zone
following a slab detachment during the Late Miocene
resulted in migration of the volcanic arc axis closer to
the trench roughly into its present position (Mann 2007).
Three volcanic formations represent products of the
CAVF in its present position (Fig. 1): the Late Miocene–
Pliocene Bálsamo Formation, the Late Pliocene–Early
Pleistocene Cuscatlán Formation and the Late Pleistocene–Holocene San Salvador Formation (Wiesemann
1975; Bosse et al. 1978; Reynolds 1980). The Bálsamo
Formation is built by andesite lavas, tuffs and epiclastic
volcanic breccias/conglomerates representing remnants
of andesite stratovolcanoes. The Cuscatlán Formation
comprises silicic domes, tuffs, ignimbrites and volcanic
sediments related to calderas, interstratified locally with
basaltic and/or andesitic lavas. The San Salvador Formation includes products of basalt–andesite stratovolcanoes
associated with the evolution of the Central Graben as
well as interstratified silicic tephra/ignimbrites of the
Coatepeque and Ilopango calderas.
Figure 5 shows the principal results of our geological mapping and palaeovolcanic reconstruction in the
study area (Chamra et al. 2010). The map, originally
at the scale 1 : 50, 000, is based on field documentation
of 950 localities, petrographic examination of 70 thin
sections, K–Ar dating of 30 samples, geomorphological
interpretation of aerial images and digital model of relief,
and on the comparison with the published geological
map 1 : 100, 000 (Bosse et al. 1978). Figure 4 puts these
results into a broader structural framework.

4.2.	Bálsamo Formation
The Bálsamo Formation is the oldest lithostratigraphic
unit in the study area. No information is available on
subjacent units. As in the case of SE Guatemala (Reynolds 1987) and equivalent units in Nicaragua (Ehrenborg
1996) it represents remnants of large andesite stratovolcanoes grading outward into epiclastic complexes
of the medial and distal zones (Fig. 5). However, not
all the rocks assigned to the Bálsamo Formation in the
geological map of Bosse et al. (1978) turned out to be
its integral parts. As confirmed by geomorphological
analysis and radiometric dating, remnants of the basaltic
Loma Larga volcano with San Jacinto dacite–andesite
extrusive domes and cone are much younger and belong
to the Cuscatlán Formation. On the other hand, our mapping has not confirmed assignment of andesite/basalt lava
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flows south of Planes de Renderos and north of Zaragoza
to the Cuscatlán Formation – they represent an integral
part of the Bálsamo Formation.
The Bálsamo Formation is the principal element in
the structure of the Cordillera del Bálsamo south of the
Central Graben. In the graben it is buried underneath
younger volcanic rocks of the Cuscatlán and San Salvador formations. In the SW part of the study area, the
Bálsamo Formation is covered by Jayaque ignimbrites
of the Cuscatlán Formation and along the crest of Cordillera del Bálsamo it is mostly covered by tephra units
of the San Salvador Formation (Fig. 5). The relief with
dominantly southward oriented V-shaped, deeply cut
valleys and flat tops of ridges with thick laterites implies
a young uplift associated with the subsidence of the
Central Graben, following a longer period of denudation.
The Bálsamo Formation consists of andesite volcanic
activity products – lava flows, epiclastic volcanic breccias, conglomerates and sandstones with rare reworked
pumice tuffs. Remnants of the primary radial drainage
pattern (Fig. 4), facies zoning, and radial orientation of
stratification dips (Fig. 5) indicate that it represents relics of extensive andesite stratovolcanoes. To the west it
is the Jayaque stratovolcano with rather well preserved
primary morphology and in the east the Panchimalco
stratovolcano with partially surviving primary morphology. East of the study area there is the Antiguo Ilopango
stratovolcano, mostly buried by younger volcanic rocks
of the Cuscatlán Formation (Figs 4–5). Reynolds (1987)
has reached a similar conclusion concerning structure of
the Bálsamo Formation in SE Guatemala.
From the petrographic point of view rocks of the Bálsamo Formation are fine to medium porphyritic andesites
and basaltic andesites, with rare basalts. Their SiO2 content varies in the range of 50–57 wt. %. Phenocrysts are
represented by plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene
and Fe–Ti oxides in variable proportions and sporadic
olivine. Groundmass shows most often microlitic or pilotaxitic texture with a variable proportion of glass.
On the basis of facies analysis we distinguish the
proximal, medial and distal zones in the remnants of the
Panchimalco stratovolcano (Fig. 5). In the proximal
zone (slopes of the cone itself) a typical stratovolcanic complex consists of prevailing lava flows, coarse
epiclastic volcanic breccias and sporadic pyroclastic
deposits (Fig. 6a). Lava flows are 10–50 m thick in
the lower part formed of massive lava with irregular
blocky and/or platy jointing (Fig. 6b–c) in the upper
part passing into oxidized blocky/scoriaceous lava breccias (Fig. 6d). Some lava flows filled former radially
oriented valleys and show blocky to columnar jointing.
Coarse to blocky epiclastic volcanic breccias (Fig. 6e–f)
are deposits of debris flows, less often mudflows. Rare
fine breccias and horizons of reworked pumice tuffs
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d

e

f

20 cm
Fig. 6 The Panchimalco stratovolcano proximal zone: a – stratovolcanic complex of inclined lava flows and coarse epiclastic volcanic breccias,
Puerta del Diablo (13°37′28.5″N, –89°11′23.1″W); b – steeply dipping pyroxene andesite lava flow with blocky jointing, Puerta del Diablo; c – base
of basaltic andesite lava flow with platy jointing, SW of Panchimalco (13°35′59.1″N, –89°10′6.56″W); d – blocky scoriaceous lava breccia of glassy pyroxene andesite, SW of Panchimalco (13°35′57.4″N, –89°11′26.7″W); e – epiclastic volcanic breccia, Puerta del Diablo; f – epiclastic volcanic breccia, S of Puerta del Diablo (13°36′32.3″N, –89°11′32.6″W).

showing incipient sorting and stratification are interpreted
as hyperconcentrated flow deposits. Fragments represent
an assemblage of various basaltic andesites and pyroxene
112

andesites mostly coming from disintegration of lava flows
(Fig. 6e). Scoriaceous fragments of the pyroclastic origin
are less frequent. Fragments are angular to subangular,
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up to 1 m across, 10–30 cm on the average. Their proportion in the deposits varies from 50 to 85 %. Matrix
of the breccias is unsorted, coarse sandy, with a variable
admixture of pumice and ash. The increased proportion of
pumice and ash, implying rare Vulcanian type eruptions,
is characteristic of matrix in mudflow deposits. Stratification and sorting are either absent or inconspicuous with
exception of rare horizons of fine breccias and reworked
tuffs. Primary dip of deposition was 10–15°, dominantly
periclinal in respect of the assumed volcanic centre in
the San Jacinto area.
In the medial zone (coalescing alluvial fans at the
foot of the stratovolcano), coarse to fine epiclastic volcanic breccias (Fig. 7a, c) and breccias/conglomerates
(Fig. 7d) dominate. Close to the proximal zone they
are associated with sporadic lava flows (Fig. 7b), while
towards the distal zone they tend to occur together with

epiclastic volcanic conglomerates. Proportion of conglomerates and fine epiclastic volcanic rocks, including
coarse sandstones, increases with increasing distance
from the former volcanic cone. Sporadic lava flows do
not differ significantly from those in the proximal zone.
Coarse to fine epiclastic volcanic breccias represent a
debris flow deposit and, to a lesser extent, mudflow and
hyperconcentrated flow deposits. Conspicuous stratification with massive beds of debris flow deposits (Fig. 7a)
corresponds to longer transport distances. Longer transport is reflected also in the size of fragments and their
degree of rounding. Fragments are mostly subangular
to suboval (Fig. 7c–d). However, rare beds of breccias
show increased proportion of angular fragments, while
fragments in horizons of conglomerates are mostly
suboval to oval. Size of fragments varies with the thickness of beds. In coarse breccias/conglomerates fragments

a

b

c

d

Fig. 7 The Panchimalco stratovolcano medial zone: a – stratified succession of epiclastic volcanic breccia deposits of debris flows (thick unsorted beds) and subordinate hyperconcentrated flows (thin horizons showing lamination and moderate sorting), W of Panchimalco (13°36′25.3″N
–89°12′17.7″W); b – pyroxene andesite lava flow showing columnar jointing, Rio Huiza E of Huizúcar (13°35′06.5″N –89°13′41.8″W); c – stratified and partially sorted coarse to fine epiclastic volcanic breccias laid down by debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows, Cerro el Guayabo
(13°37′25.7″N –89°12′40.7″W); d – coarse to blocky epiclastic volcanic breccia/conglomerate–debris flow deposits, S of Panchimalco (13°35′28.1″N
–89°11′11.2″W).
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are up to 80 cm in diameter (Fig. 7c–d) but mostly in the
range 5–20 cm (Fig. 7c). Proportion of fragments varies
between 50 and 90 %. Matrix is unsorted, coarse sandy,
with a variable admixture of pumice and ash. Stratification and sorting are variously expressed, reflecting proportion of fine-grained beds and hyperconcentrated flow
deposits. Primary dip of deposition was 4–10°, mostly
periclinal in respect of the assumed volcanic centre in
the San Jacinto area (Fig. 5).
In the distal zone, epiclastic volcanic conglomerates
and sandstones dominate over rare thick horizons of
breccias deposited by mudflows. The large proportion of
coarse clastic rocks reflects a very fast input of coarse
material by incoming mudflows, debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows. The complex of conglomerates and
sandstones is well stratified (Fig. 8a) and shows a higher
degree of sorting. Textures and lateral variability indicate
deposition in the environment of alluvial plain braided
rivers and, south of the study area, in the coastal zone of

shallow sea. Of the alluvial plain environment conglomerates with a lesser degree of pebble rounding are characteristic. Textures indicate transport and deposition by
debris flows (Fig. 8c), hyperconcentrated flows (Fig. 8b),
or traction (such as imbrication, inclined bedding, erosion
channels and lateral wedging out). Coarse conglomerates
with pebbles up to 0.5 m in diametre dominate. However,
sorted fine conglomerates and coarse sandstones represent
a substantial component. An association of coarse to very
coarse conglomerates having well rounded pebbles with
horizons of well sorted sandstones (Fig. 8d) is characteristic of the shallow marine environment. Primary dip of
deposition was 0–4°.
In the western half of the study area the Bálsamo
Formation is represented by remnants of the Jayaque
stratovolcano. It is well expressed in morphology by
a radially oriented drainage pattern that reflects former
slopes of the stratovolcano (Figs 1, 4). As in the case
of the Panchimalco stratovolcano, we distinguish three

a

b

c

d

Fig. 8 The Panchimalco stratovolcano distal zone: a – well stratified succession of epiclastic volcanic conglomerates, SW of San Sebastian
(13°31′50.8″N, –89°8′22.9″W); b – epiclastic volcanic conglomerates deposited by hyperconcentrated flows, Loma La Angostura (13°31′59.3″N,
–89°13′2.65″W); c – coarse epiclastic volcanic conglomerate laid down by debris flow, El Potrerito (13°33′45.2″N, –89°11′14.9″W); d – well sorted epiclastic volcanic conglomerates and sandstones deposited in the shallow marine environment, Santa Barbara (13°30′26.5″N, –89°12′29.0″W).
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facial zones (Fig. 5): (1) the proximal zone with lava
flows (Fig. 9a) prevailing over mostly coarse epiclastic
volcanic breccias (Fig. 9b), primary periclinal dips being 10–15°; (2) the medial zone where coarse to fine
epiclastic volcanic breccias and breccias/conglomerates
(Fig. 9c) dominate over subordinate lava flows (on the
side of the proximal zone) and subordinate conglomerates
(on the side of distal zone) (Fig. 9d), primary periclinal
dips being 5–10°; (3) the distal zone with prevailing epiclastic volcanic conglomerates and sandstones that have
been deposited in the alluvial plain (north) and shallow
marine (south) environments (Fig. 9e), primary dips being 0–5°; conglomerates and sandstones include locally
thick horizons of mudflow deposits (Fig. 9f). As far as
petrography and lithology are concerned, rocks of the
Jayaque stratovolcano are mostly equivalent to those of
the Panchimalco stratovolcano described above.
Between the well defined stratovolcanoes Jayaque and
Panchimalco there is a rather flat area east and west of
Nuevo Cuscatlán (Fig. 5) where the drainage pattern does
not show radial pattern comparable to these stratovolcanoes. It rather reflects post-volcanic uplift and oceanward
tilting of the Cordillera del Bálsamo (Fig. 4). Eastward
dipping stratovolcanic complex dominated by lava flows
in the western part of this area belongs unquestionably
to the Jayaque stratovolcano. Assignment of the subhorizontal complex of epiclastic volcanic breccias and lava
flows around Nuevo Cuscatlán is not so straightforward.
Due to the abundance of lava flows east of Nuevo Cuscatlán, this area has been assigned in the geological map
to the stratovolcanic complexes of the proximal zone
(Fig. 5). However, the subhorizontal primary position and
character of associated epiclastic volcanic rocks point to
the effusive complex of the medial zone. Sporadic W–E
orientation of lava flows and results of radiometric dating
(see below) imply that lava flows as well as associated
epiclastic breccias belong to the Jayaque stratovolcano.
Geological mapping and facies analysis have demonstrated that the Bálsamo Formation in the study area represents remnants of two large basaltic andesite–andesite
stratovolcanoes, westerly Jayaque and easterly Panchimalco. The large size of their cones and extent of their
ring plains (Fig. 5) exceed significantly parameters of any
active Quaternary volcano of El Salvador (Fig. 1). If we
take boundary of the proximal and medial zones as the
foot of the former stratovolcanic cones, the Panchimalco
stratovolcano had a diameter of 15 km and a relative
height of 2,000–2,500 m. Jayaque stratovolcano could
have had even a diameter of 30 km and a relative height
of 3,000–4,000 m. Width of their medial zone ring-plain
was 5–8 km and 8–12 km respectively. The extensive
ring-plain is a characteristic feature of stratovolcanoes
evolving in the areas of subtropical or tropical climate
with high precipitation. Active volcano Ruapehu in New

Zealand may serve as a good example (Hackett and
Houghton 1989). The assemblage of the facies and types
of fragments in epiclastic volcanic rocks (see above)
point to dominantly effusive activity associated with
the Strombolian type of eruptions, interrupted by short
periods of the Vulcanian type. A schematic facies model
of the Bálsamo Formation in the study area and surroundings is presented in Fig. 10. Evolution of the Jayaque and
Panchimalco stratovolcanoes was not interrupted by any
significant period of explosive activity of the Plinian type
(absence of corresponding tuffs/ignimbrites). However,
their central zones were affected by subsequent evolution
of calderas and continuing volcanic activity of the Cuscatlán Formation. Timing of volcanic activity is discussed
in the Section 5, “Volcanic evolution of the area”.

4.3. Cuscatlán Formation
The Cuscatlán Formation does not form a continuous
mappable unit in the study area. Assignment of rocks
to the formation might be sometimes questionable. To
avoid misunderstanding we respect the view of Reynolds
(1980, 1987) who defined the Cuscatlán Formation as
an assemblage of dominantly silicic explosive volcanic
activity products associated with evolution of calderas,
younger or contemporaneous to the Bálsamo Formation,
including reworked counterparts and interstratified and/
or overlying silicic to mafic lavas. In the study area the
Cuscatlán Formation rests on rocks of the Bálsamo Formation and along the crest of the Cordillera del Bálsamo.
In the Central Graben it is covered by tephra and other
rocks of the San Salvador Formation (Fig. 5).
In the study area, the Cuscatlán Formation consists
of several members, some of which are newly defined.
Extensive dacite–andesite Jayaque ignimbrites in the SW
part of the study area and Ilopango ignimbrites SE of the
study area (Figs 4–5) represent the oldest member resting on the denudated surface of the Bálsamo Formation.
These ignimbrites are believed to be related to the Jayaque
and Antiguo Ilopango calderas. Contrary to the situation
in SE Guatemala, where source calderas of the Cuscatlán
Formation intermediate–silicic ignimbrites were situated
behind the volcanic front (Reynolds 1987), in El Salvador
these are situated in the central zones of major Bálsamo
Formation andesite stratovolcanoes (Jayaque and Antiguo
Ilopango?). Basaltic volcano Loma Larga in the Santo
Tomás caldera, dacite–andesite San Jacinto extrusive
domes and cone in the Planes de Renderos caldera, dacitic
San José scoria cone and andesitic Antiguo Cuscatlán
scoria cone (Fig. 5) represent younger, newly defined
members of the Cuscatlán Formation. The first two of
these members were formerly assigned to the Bálsamo
Formation (Bosse et al. 1978). Figure 11 demonstrates assumed superposition of the Cuscatlán Formation members
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Fig. 9 The Jayaque stratovolcano: a – base of pyroxene andesite lava flow with platy jointing overlying oxidized lava breccia of subjacent lava
flow, proximal zone, W of Santa Tecla (13°40′46.0″N, –89°19′55.0″W); b – Epiclastic volcanic breccias deposited by debris and hyperconcentrated flows, proximal zone, Finca San Buenaventura (13°39′9.13″N, –89°19′14.8″W); c – well stratified and sorted epiclastic volcanic breccias/conglomerates, medial zone, Rio Agua Caliente (13°37′59.2″N, –89°19′59.8″W); d – epiclastic volcanic conglomerate laid down by a debris flow,
medial zone, El Salto SW of Zaragoza (13°34′22.5″N, –89°19′21.1″W); e – a thick unit of mudflow deposits overlying marine sandstones N of La
Libertad (13°30′23.6″N, –89°18′38.4”W); f – epiclastic volcanic conglomerates with subordinate coarse sandstones deposited in the shallow marine environment, coast 25 km west of La Libertad (13°29′59.3″N, –89°32′22.3″W).
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Fig. 10 Facies model of the Bálsamo Formation andesite stratovolcanoes Jayaque and Panchimalco.

on the denudated surface of the Bálsamo Formation (Panchimalco stratovolcano) based on the field relationships
and radiometric dating. Inferior tephra deposits of the
Ilopango/Coatepeque calderas including reworked facies
represent the youngest member of the Cuscatlán Formation. Bosse et al. (1978) have assigned to this member also
reworked silicic tuffs underneath pyroclastic flows of the
Tierra Blanca Joven west of the Ilopango caldera. However, reworking of tuffs was syngenetic with Tierra Blanca
Joven eruptions and thus these reworked silicic tuffs seem
to belong to the San Salvador Formation. Also, most of
the brownish tuffs below the Tierra Blanca tephra units
known as “Tobas color café” have been assigned to the
Congo and Arce tephra units of the Coatepeque caldera
(Rose et al. 1999), representing the oldest members of the
San Salvador Formation (Hernández 2008).

4.3.1. Jayaque ignimbrites
The Jayaque ignimbrites form an almost continuous cover
in the SW part of the study area, extending southward

N

all the way to the Pacific coast (Figs 4–5). As evidenced
by erosional remnants, their original extent was much
larger. They were laid down in palaeo-valleys on slopes
of the Jayaque stratovolcano as well as on the flat relief
between the Jayaque and Panchimalco stratovolcanoes.
Their thickness varies from a few metres to c. 120 m. As
they are present also higher on the slopes of the Jayaque
stratovolcano and in the Jayaque caldera (Bosse et al.
1978), the said caldera was most probably their source.
Jayaque ignimbrites are highly variable as far as
composition and degree of welding are concerned.
Composition varies from pale pumice-flows of rhyodacitic composition (Fig. 12b) to dark scoria-containing
types of andesitic composition (Fig. 12d). Slightly to
moderately welded facies dominate over unwelded and
strongly welded ones. Strongly welded ignimbrites are
dense glassy with vitrified matrix and former pumice
turned into dark fiamme (Fig. 12f). They show blocky
or columnar jointing and, owing to their resistance to
weathering, form table-mountains and cuestas. Moderately welded ignimbrites do not show pumice fragment
Caldera Santo Tomas

Caldera Planes de Renderos

Loma Larga
volcano

Jayaque ignimbrites

San
Jacinto
cone

S

San Jacinto domes

Panchimalco stratovolcano

Fig. 11 Superposition of established geological units in the central part of the study area.
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deformation and secondary vitrification, however, their
increased strength is reflected in characteristic blocky
jointing (Fig. 12c). Unwelded ignimbrites (pumice flow
deposits) occur at the base and top of welded ones as
well as independent flow units (Fig. 12a–b). The Jayaque
ignimbrites as lithostratigraphic unit include sporadic epiclastic volcanics and reworked pyroclastic rocks. Fluvial
conglomerates and mudflow deposits containing pumice
and ash in matrix occur underneath ignimbrites in palaeovalleys (Fig. 12e). In outcrops close to Nuevo Cuscatlán
(Fig. 12a) unwelded pumice flow deposits are covered by
a succession of mudflow and debris flow deposits with
matrix rich in pumice and ash remobilized from underlying pumice flow deposits.
Jayaque ignimbrites represent products of voluminous
Plinian type explosive eruptions, most probably associated with the initial stage of the Jayaque caldera subsidence. Their original extent and volume were much greater
than preserved nowadays. Variability in composition and
observed order of flow/cooling units in areas of large
thickness imply a succession of eruptions. Contemporaneous reworking of explosive material is evidenced
by underlying, interstratified and overlying horizons
of epiclastic volcanic deposits rich in pumice and ash
component.

4.3.2.	Santo Tomás caldera
It is evident from morphology that the Loma Larga volcano evolved in a caldera that we have named the Santo
Tomás caldera. It is situated in the central zone of the
former Panchimalco stratovolcano, having the diameter
of 8 km (Fig. 5). Collapse calderas are usually associated with voluminous explosive eruptions giving rise to
ignimbrites. We are not aware of any ignimbrites that
could be correlated with the Santo Tomás caldera with
one exception – the Ilopango ignimbrites SE of the study
area. They were probably related to the earlier stage in
evolution of the Ilopango volcano and caldera. However,
a possibility that they were linked to the Santo Tomás
caldera can not be ruled out. A relatively older age of
the caldera follows from the fact that some of the lava
flows of the Loma Larga volcano entered valleys draining
the caldera southward – in the time of the Loma Larga
volcano activity the caldera was already in the advanced
stage of erosion.

4.3.3. Loma Larga volcano
The basaltic volcano whose well-preserved southern part
forms the crescent of the Loma Larga ridge SW of San
Salvador (Figs 4–5, 13a, 15a) we define as the Loma
Larga volcano (Fig. 5). Remnants of the Loma Larga volcano build up also diastrophic blocks west of the Planes
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de Renderos caldera. Underneath a cover of Tierra Blanca
tephra they extend in marginal parts of the Santo Tomás
caldera north and southwest of Santo Tomás. Other parts
of the volcano have been destroyed by the subsidence
of the Planes de Renderos caldera, evolution of the San
Jacinto extrusive domes and by the continuous subsidence of the Central Graben. Bosse et al. (1978) included
rocks of the Loma Larga volcano into the Bálsamo Formation. However, the fact that the volcano evolved in the
caldera Santo Tomás and younger age place it to mafic
members of the Cuscatlán Formation.
Rocks of the Loma Larga volcano are fine- to mediumgrained olivine-bearing high-alumina basalts with SiO2
contents of c. 50 %. Phenocrysts of An-rich plagioclase,
olivine, clinopyroxene and Fe–Ti oxides rest in groundmass of a microlitic or pilotaxitic texture.
Lava flows with periclinal dips of 20–30° dominate
in structure of the volcanic cone (Fig. 13b). Individual
lava flows are 5–30 m thick. Their lower part is formed
of massive lava with platy to blocky jointing. Upward
in the flow section lava becomes porous and changes
into a reddish or black scoriaceous breccias of the aa
or block type. We have observed a larger accumulation
of scoria agglomerates and subordinate lapilli tuffs
representing deposits of the Strombolian type of eruptions in the valley of Rio Ilohuapa only (Fig. 13c). In
the area of diastrophic blocks west of the Planes de
Renderos caldera the Loma Larga volcano is represented by effusive complex of thicker lava flows with
rare accumulations of coarse blocky breccias probably
of the hyaloclastite type. Unquestionable hyaloclastite
breccias associate with lava flows in the eastern sector
of the former volcano (quebradas NE of Santo Tomás)
(Fig. 13d). Hyaloclastite breccias are fine to coarse,
formed by glassy polygonal angular fragments in the
proportion of 60–90 %. Transitions among breccias and
highly fractured lava have been observed. A part of the
hyaloclastites shows incipient stratification and sorting
indicating a local reworking. Extensive presence of
hyaloclastites implies that at the time of the Loma Larga
volcano activity there was a lake present in this part
of the Planes de Renderos caldera. South of the Loma
Larga volcano lava flows entered the valleys draining
the Santo Tomás caldera southward.

4.3.4. Planes de Renderos caldera
Remnants of the Planes de Renderos caldera, with a
diameter of 4 km, occur in the central zone of the Loma
Larga volcano (Figs 5, 13a, 15a). Most of the caldera is
occupied by the San Jacinto extrusive domes and effusive
cone, leaving only a narrow moat between the domes and
caldera wall. The northern part of the caldera subsided
in the Central Graben and is covered by a thick complex
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Fig. 12 Jayaque ignimbrites of the Cuscatlán Formation: a – unwelded pumice flow deposits covered by debris/mud-flow deposits rich in reworked pumice, Nuevo Cuscatlán (13°39′3.62″N, –89°15′35.4″W); b – detail of unwelded pumice flow deposits from the figure on the left; c – moderately welded dacitic ignimbrite showing blocky jointing, N of Zaragoza (13°36′10.4″N, –89°17′9.05″W); d – detail of moderately welded scoria-bearing andesitic ignimbrite, E of Zaragoza (13°35′21.7″N, –89°16′58.4″W); e – strongly welded dacitic ignimbrite with columnar jointing
deposited atop fluvial conglomerates in a palaeovalley, SW of Rosario de Mora (13°34′5.37″N, –89°12′59.7″W); f – detail of strongly welded dacitic ignimbrite from the figure on the left.
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Fig. 13 The Loma Larga volcano: a – an oblique view of the Loma Larga volcano, Planes de Renderos caldera, San Jacinto extrusive domes, and
San Jacinto effusive cone from the northwest (source: Google Earth); b – succession of steeply inclined basaltic aa-type lava flows forming effusive cone of the volcano, E of San Marcos (13°39′10.5″N, –89°9′23.6″W); c – basaltic agglomerate, Rio Ilohuapa (13°39′40.4″N, –89°12′25.8″W);
d – basaltic hyaloclastite breccia NE of Santo Tomás (13°39′25.6″N, –89°8′8.37″W).

of younger tephra deposits. Apparently, no voluminous
pyroclastic deposits could be related to the caldera. Its
subsidence was compensated rather by the growth of San
Jacinto andesite–dacite extrusive domes.
120

4.3.5.	San Jacinto extrusive domes
The San Jacinto extrusive domes, along with the San Jacinto effusive cone, form a morphologically distinct group

Geology and volcanic evolution San Salvador

of hills 4 km in diameter with relief 400–500 m, situated
somewhat off the centre of the Planes de Renderos caldera
(Figs 5, 13a, 15a). Morphology points to a group of extrusive domes displaced partially along NW–SE oriented
faults. Diastrophic blocks at the eastern side (Figs 5, 15a)
imply a gravity-driven sliding towards the Ilopango caldera. This process dates back more than 36 ka as related
depressions are filled by Tierra Blanca tephra starting with
the oldest TB4 unit of that age (Kutterolf et al. 2008).
Rocks are mostly amphibole–pyroxene dacites, with phenocrysts of plagioclase, opacitized amphibole, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and minute Fe–Ti oxides set in microlitic groundmass. It is more glassy at margins of domes and
oxidized, with hematite pigment, in their interiors. A part
of rocks with a lesser proportion of amphibole and sporadic
olivine shows a transition towards andesite composition.
Dacite in internal parts of extrusive domes is massive,
pale gray to pinkish, showing irregular to regular blocky

to platy jointing (Fig. 14b). Blocks of less fractured massive dacite are separated by extensive zones of intense
fracturing. Indistinctive steeply inclined banded textures
can be observed in places. Close to margins of extrusive
domes there are extensive zones of brecciation (Fig. 14a).
Breccias are formed by dominant irregular angular blocks
and fragments set in subordinate oxidized detritic matrix
(Fig. 14c); some of the breccias show increased porosity.
Between massive dacites and extrusive breccias there is
usually a transition zone with dacite showing breccia-like
disintegration, grinding and oxidation along fractures
(Fig. 14d).

4.3.6.	San Jacinto effusive cone
The highest of the San Jacinto hills has turned out to be a
viscous lava effusive cone (Figs 5, 13a, 15a). Its original
conical form with viscous lava coulees and summit crater

a

b

c

d

60 cm

Fig. 14 The San Jacinto extrusive domes: a – extensive zones of brecciation at the eastern side of extrusive domes, El Matazano, Pedrera El Refugio (13°40′45.0″N, –89°9′14.6″W); b – massive amphibole–pyroxene dacite with blocky jointing in the interior of extrusive dome, Finca La Florida
(13°41′11.9″N, –89°9′12.4″W); c – typical blocky breccia at the margin of extrusive dome, Pedrera San Francisco (13°40′54.4″N, –89°10′20.4″W);
d – evolution of extrusive breccia from glassy banded dacite, San Marcos, Pedrera Santa Marta (13°39′52.5″N, –89°9′50.4″W).
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Fig. 15 The San Jacinto effusive cone: a – view of the San Jacinto extrusive domes and effusive cone, Planes de Renderos caldera and Loma Larga volcano from the east (Google Earth); b – palaeovolcanic reconstruction; c–d – steeply inclined silicic andesite lava flows with blocky breccia
exposed in a quarry next to San Marcos (13°39′43.8″N, –89°10′41.2″W). San José tuff/scoria cone: e – alternating beds of dark scoria, pale tuffs
and brownish dusty deposits in structure of the cone, road to Planes de Renderos (13°39′14.7″N, –89°11′48.1″W); f – detail of sorted scoria and
tuff beds, note angularity of scoria fragments.

is still well preserved (Fig. 15b). Outcrops in quarries
along the base confirm the cone‘s internal structure. It
consists of thick andesite lava flows showing periclinal
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primary dips 25–35°. Individual flows are 10–25 m
thick, with a high proportion of typical blocky breccias
(Fig. 15c–d). Mutual relationships of lava flows in the
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quarry at San Marcos indicate that they represent individual lobes of lava forming a more extensive and thicker
coulee. Massive silicic andesite of lava flows is gray; with
the increasing porosity and oxidation it acquires a brownish colour. Phenocrysts of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and Fe–Ti oxides rest in groundmass of the
microlitic texture. The andesites contain mafic enclaves
that imply a role of mafic magma injection and mixing in
initiation of the volcanic eruption. The same phenomenon
has been observed also in explosive products and dacite
lavas of the Ilopango caldera (Richer et al. 2004).

4.3.7.	San José scoria/tuff cone
The cone is exposed in road cuts NW of Planes de Renderos (Fig. 5). Its diametre is about 500 m. In the road cuts
it shows periclinal dips 20–35° (Fig. 15e) that decrease
to 10–20° at the foot of the former cone (Fig. 15f). The
cone consists of alternating beds of sorted gray lapilli/
scoria (0.5–3 cm), pale pumiceous tuffs and brownish
dusty deposits corresponding to breaks in volcanic activity. Andesite forming scoria is fairly mafic with very high
contents of An-rich plagioclase, augite, amphibole, and
Fe–Ti oxide phenocrysts. Groundmass shows microlitic
texture. Pumice is probably of dacitic composition. Angularity of scoria fragments points to phreatomagmatic
component of explosive eruptions that in turn explains a
higher degree of fragmentation characteristic of the Vulcanian type of eruptions. The cone rests on laterites atop
of the Bálsamo Formation and its denudated remnants are
covered by tephra of the Tierra Blanca 4 horizon.

4.3.8.	Antiguo Cuscatlán scoria cone
This newly discovered scoria cone makes up a small hill
in Antiguo Cuscatlán (Fig. 5). The cone 400 m in diameter
consists of coarse unsorted agglomerates/agglutinates (Fig.
16a–b). Size of irregular scoria fragments is 10–20 cm,
rarely up to 0.5 m. Fine matrix is absent. Shape of scoria
fragments and welding indicate that the cone was formed
by the Hawaiian type eruptions. Rock of the cone is basaltic
andesite with phenocrysts of plagioclase and clinopyroxene
in groundmass of microlitic texture. Atop the cone there is
a palaeosol covered by TB4 pumice tephra (Fig. 16a). The
cone is situated on the same NW–SE trending fault-zone
that connects the Boquerón volcano crater with the La Hoya
scoria cone and the Plan de Laguna maar.

4.3.9. Older tephra deposits of the Ilopango/
Coatepeque calderas
Plinian and Phreatoplinian eruptions associated with
the evolution of the Ilopango and Coatepeque calderas

were a source for extensive tephra deposits (Williams
and Meyer-Abich 1955; Pullinger 1998; Rose et al.
1999). While younger tephra deposits known as the
Tierra Blanca and Arce/Congo horizons are assigned to
the San Salvador Formation, older tephra deposits along
with their reworked equivalents are grouped in this unit.
Its boundary with the TB4 tephra horizon in the east is
unquestionable (Fig. 18a). The boundary with the Arce/
Congo tephra horizons in the west is less clear-cut owing
to their lithological similarity. The unit of older tephra
deposits does not form a continuous horizon. It rather
occurs as local accumulations in tectonic and/or morphological depressions along the crest of the Cordillera
del Bálsamo and the zone of diastrophic blocks between
Cordillera del Bálsamo and Central Graben. Reworked
facies appear especially at bottoms of valleys as remnants
of their filling. Thickness of the older tephra deposits
varies from a few to several tens of metres, reflecting a
period of erosion, marked by unconformity, before deposition of the San Salvador Formation tephra horizons.
Tephra deposits related to the Ilopango caldera dominate in the eastern part of the study area. Mantle bedding,
stratification and moderate to high degree of sorting point
to prevailing medial zone fall-type deposits and subordinate horizons of dry pyroclastic surge deposits (Fig. 16c).
Pumice flow type deposits have not been observed. Material is mostly pumice and ash with variable proportion of
lithic fragments. Pumice/ash-rich horizons corresponding
to the Plinian type eruptions alternate with horizons rich
in angular glassy and lithic fragments and less vesiculated
and angular pumice, pointing to the Phreatoplinian type
of eruptions. The succession of tephra horizons includes
several palaeosols, including brownish loess-like aeolian
dust deposits. Their presence implies that inferior tephra
deposits of the Ilopango caldera represent several cycles
of the Phreatoplinian and Plinian type eruptions separated
by breaks in activity lasting at least several thousands
years. Hernández et al. (2010) assumed 8 such cycles.
Tephra deposits related to the Coatepeque caldera and
Antiguo San Salvador volcano dominate in the western
part of the study area. Pale pumice/ash type deposits
alternate with pale gray andesitic tuffs and brownish palaeosols (Fig. 16d). In some sections aeolian deposits and
palaeosols dominate over primary tephra deposits. Primary tephra is sorted and stratified, representing mostly
a distal facies of the Plinian fall-type deposits. Slightly
argillized tephra deposits mostly rest on laterites atop the
Bálsamo Formation, creating conditions for gravitational
instability.
Freshly deposited tephra was a subject of immediate
reworking. At the bottom of valleys among the diastrophic blocks and in local morphological depressions
there are remnants of mudflow, debris flow and hyperconcentrated flow deposits rich in pumice and ash with
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Fig. 16 The Antiguo Cuscatlán scoria cone: a – contact of the scoria cone with overlying Tierra Blanca 4 (TB4) pumice tuffs, Antiguo Cuscatlán
(13°39′59.1″N, –89°14′3.50″W); b – detail of coarse agglomerate/agglutinate making up the cone. Inferior tephra deposits of the Ilopango/Coatepeque calderas: c – well stratified and sorted tephra deposits with palaeosol horizons affected by faulting, note a cover of undeformed TB4 pumice tephra on the top of the outcrop, Colonia Vista Hermosa (13°40′38.2″N, –89°12′53.6″W); d – pre-TB4 tephra deposits with palaeosols next
to Nuevo Cuscatlán (13°39′4.20″N, –89°15′29.2″W); e – mudflow/debris flow deposits rich in pumice among pre-TB4 tephra deposits including
palaeosols W of Planes de Renderos (13°39′19.3″N, –89°13′4.60″W); f – detail of mudflow deposits with fragments of tuffs and fossil soil in matrix rich in pumice and ash, Río El Garrobo (13°40′16.7″N, –89°12′57.9″W).
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fragments and blocks of underlying rocks, tuffs and fossil
soils (Fig. 16e–f).

Cordillera
del Bálsamo

Central
Graben

CA

4.4.	San Salvador Formation

TB2-3
PL
Boquerón
lava flow

Boquerón lava flow
Bálsamo Fm.

TB4

SS lava flow
Cuscatlán Fm.
laterites

PL – Plan de Laguna tuffs, CA – Congo and Arce tuff horizons, TB – Tierra Blanca horizons

Fig. 17 Scheme showing mutual spatial relationships of rock and tephra
units in the northern part of the study area.
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4.4.1.	Arce and Congo tephra units
Arce and Congo tephra units are the two youngest of
the three major Plinian type eruptions’ deposits of the
Coatepeque caldera (Pullinger, 1998). In the northeastern
part of the study area they occur sporadically and their
thickness does not exceed 1 m. However, it increases to
20–30 m more to the W, at the ridge west of Santa Tecla
(Fig. 19b). A period of erosion before deposition of the
Tierra Blanca tephra marked by unconformity affected
their thickness and areal extent. In the east, fine tephra
deposits prevail over sorted pumice tuffs and brownish
aeolian dusty deposits; palaeosols contribute significantly to the overall thickness (Fig. 19a). In the west,
sorted pumice tuffs with admixture of lithic fragments
(Fig. 19c) dominate over fine tuffs with aeolian dust
admixture (Fig. 19d). Deposits corresponding to major
eruption cycles are separated by palaeosols (Fig. 19a–b).
All primary tephra deposits represent distal facies of
Plinian fall-type deposits; deposits of pyroclastic surges
and/or pumice flows have not been observed. At some
horizons angularity of pumice fragments and the presence
of glassy angular lithic fragments (Fig. 19c) point to the
Phreatoplinian type of eruptions. Partial argillization has

Tierra Blanca
Joven

G1 28 ka
TB4 36 ka

(Kutterolf et al. 2008)
correlation with
marine tuff horizons

The youngest San Salvador Formation comprises in the
study area a complex of tephra units of the Coatepeque
and Ilopango calderas and San Salvador volcano (Rose
et al. 1999). They rest either on laterites atop the Bálsamo Formation or remnants of the Cuscatlán Formation. In the NW part of the study area (in the Central
Graben) it includes also lava flows and lahars of the San
Salvador stratovolcano interstratified with the tephra
units (Fig. 17). Thickness of the formation varies from
less than 0.5 m in the south and southwest to over 50 m
close to the Ilopango caldera. Volcanostratigraphy of the
Formation in the San Salvador area has been elaborated
by Hernández (2004, 2008). With minor improvements
based on newly published results of radiometric dating
(Kutterolf et al. 2008; Dull et al. 2010; Hernández et al.
2010) it is reproduced in the Fig. 18. Individual tephra
units are usually separated by palaeosols that associate
often with brownish windblown dust deposits. Due to
small thickness in the geological map (Fig. 5) individual
members of the San Salvador Formation are not distinguished with the exception of the Plan de Laguna maar
and its tuff/scoria ring.

fault
zone

Apopa scoria
fossil soil horizon
Congo 53 ka
(Geotérmica Italiana 1992)
Arce 72 and 70 ka
(Rose et al. 1999)
(Geotérmica Italiana 1992)
fossil soil horizon
andesites San Salvador
Cuscatlán Formation
older tuffs of Coatepeque and Ilopango calderas
+ fossil soil horizons

Fig. 18 Succession of tephra units of the San Salvador Formation in
the San Salvador Metropolitan Area (AMSS). Modified after Hernández (2008).

affected the lowermost tephra deposits in the western part
of the study area.

4.4.2.	San Salvador volcano
The San Salvador active volcano has not been a primary
object of our study. However, its products in the form
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Fig. 19 The Arce and Congo tephra units: a – fine tephra deposits with aeolian dust (pale brown) and palaeosols (dark brown), TB4 tephra unit on
the top (white), Cerro El Rosario (13°39′33.0″N, –89°14′9.51″W); b – fine pumiceous tephra deposits (pale) with aeolian dust admixture (brownish) and palaeosols (dark brown), Loma La Papaya West of Santa Tecla (13°40′14.8″N, –89°19′37.7″W); c – detail of sorted pumice tuff from the
Fig. 19b; d – detail of tuff with aeolian dust admixture from the Fig. 19b.

of scoria horizons are a part of the tephra cover in the
northern part of the study area and its lava flows and lahar
deposits occur below tephra deposits in the southern part
of the Central Graben. Scoria deposits Apopa, G1 and G2
(Consorcio 1988; Sofield 2004; Hernández 2008) correspond to major explosive eruptions of the volcano and
their relative position in respect of other tephra units is
shown in the Fig. 18. Scoria deposits are stratified, well
sorted, depleted in fine fraction. Their thickness increases
westward from few centimetres to over 1 m. The average granularity and maximum size of lapilli increase in
the same direction. According to Sofield (2004), the G1
dacitic pumice/scoria horizon with admixture of basalt
lithic lapilli corresponds to a Plinian-type explosive
event. The G2 scoria originated during a relatively young
event of the same type. Locally it was succeeded by a
small-scale dilute pyroclastic flow (Boquerón surge) that
deposited up to 0.5 m of fine tephra.
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Lava flows of the San Salvador volcano represent an
important element in the structure of the Salvador Formation in the Central Graben. Scoriaceous lava breccias are
a perfect aquifer that governs distribution of ground water
resources and influences processes of the subterranean
erosion. Water in lava flow breccias was also a primary
reason for the Plan de Laguna maar evolution (due to its
role in phreatomagmatic eruptions) and may cause such
an eruption in the future. As activity of the San Salvador
volcano was generally coeval with explosive eruptions
of the Ilopango caldera, lava flows are interbedded with
the Tierra Blanca tephra horizons (Fig. 20a) or crop out
immediately below the Tierra Blanca Joven and Plan de
La Laguna tephra deposits (Fig. 20b). Lava flows are of
basaltic andesite to andesite composition, formed by massive lava with platy and/or blocky jointing. Scoriaceous
aa-type or block-type lava breccias may account for more
than half of their thickness (Fig. 20b).
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4.4.3. Plan de La Laguna maar and tephra
deposits
The Plan de La Laguna maar is well expressed in morphology (Fig. 4). It used to host a lake but later was filled
by sediments and subsequently urbanized. The maar
depression 750 m in diameter is surrounded by a ring
(low and wide cone) of proximal facies phreatomagmatic
deposits – pyroclastic breccias, agglomerates, and scoria
(Fig. 20c). Stratification with periclinal dips around 15°
reflects alternating beds of agglomerate rich in scoria
and bombs and beds of pyroclastic breccia rich in blocks
of older lava (Fig. 20d). Agglomerates consist of black
aphanitic basalt vesiculated lapilli and bombs. Many
of the bombs show cauliflower-like surface, a result of
quenching at the contact with water. Pyroclastic breccias
consist of blocks of massive lava and lava breccia, rare
quenched bombs, rare fragments of fossil soil and/or
laterite and fine ash-like matrix (Fig. 20d). In the southern part of the maar pyroclastic flow deposits have been
observed at the bottom of the sequence. In the uppermost
strata of the cone, phreatomagmatic deposits are replaced
by common Strombolian-type scoria deposits.
Medial and distal facies tephra deposits show strongly
asymmetric distribution in respect to the maar. Due to
north-easterly wind at the time of the eruption they do
not extend for more than 500 m in the NE direction
and are thin. South-westward they reach almost as far
as Zaragoza (11 km). Following the dispersal axis their
thickness decreases. It is 8 m in the medial zone 1.3 km
from the maar, 2 m in the distal zone 4 km from the maar
and 0.5 m in the distal zone 8 km from the maar. In the
same direction decreases the proportion of coarser beds
and maximum size of lapilli. The medial and distal facies
tephra is always well stratified and sorted with exception of massive beds representing wet-surge deposits
(Fig. 20e–f). Sorted beds show textures characteristic
of the fall-type deposits and deposits of dry pyroclastic
surges. Proportion of very fine dusty ash beds including
accretionary lapilli increases with distance from the maar.
Distal facies tephra deposits generally associate with the
subjacent G2 scoria horizon covered by fossil soil and the
superjacent TB Joven tephra horizon. Plan de La Laguna
distal facies tephra is indurated owing to fast recrystallization of fine mafic ash.
Plan de La Laguna maar is situated on the NW–SE
trending fault zone of the San Salvador volcano, where
most of the flank eruptions took place (Fig. 4). Basaltic
magma en route to the surface has encountered groundwater stored in breccias of the older San Salvador lava
flows. This has initiated violent phreatomagmatic eruption giving rise to the maar and related tephra deposits.
Accidental fragments in pyroclastic breccias are from
the San Salvador volcano lava flows and not from the

subjacent Bálsamo Formation. Laterites atop the Bálsamo Formation were the lowermost rocks sampled by
the explosive event. Once groundwater was exhausted,
phreatomagmatic eruptions ceased to be taken over by
the Strombolian type activity depositing the final scoria/
lapilli horizon.

4.4.4.	Tierra Blanca tephra deposits
The Tierra Blanca (TB) tephra deposits represent products of the last four Phreatoplinian/Plinian explosive
eruptions of the Ilopango caldera. In reality succession
of tephra deposits includes palaeosols and horizons of
the San Salvador volcano scoria and Plan de La Laguna
tephra (Figs 18, 21). The Tierra Blanca tephra deposits
show a great spatial variability as far as thickness and
proportion of individual units are concerned. This variability is a net result of primary deposition as well as
an erosional removal. Tephra has accumulated as fall,
pyroclastic surge and/or pumice flow type deposits. Fall
type deposits show a regular pattern of primary isopachs
with no respect to topography. The thickness decreases
from up to 10 m close to Ilopango caldera to less than
1 m some 20 km away (Hernández 2004). Pyroclastic
surge deposits to some extent respect the topography
– they are thinner on ridges and thicker in depressions.
Their average thickness is comparable with fall type
deposits. Pumice flow deposits mimic the topography
– they have accumulated only in depressions in great
thickness. Their primary thickness varies from metres in
the west (Fig. 21d) to 60 m close to the caldera (Fig. 21f)
(Hernández 2004). Thickness of tephra in depressions
(Panchimalco caldera, Planes de Renderos caldera, Santo
Tomás close to Ilopango caldera) also increased owing to
a syngenetic redeposition by floods. Subsequent erosion
has removed loose tephra from ridges and slopes. Thus
the present distribution of TB tephra deposits is as follows (Fig. 5). (1) On southern slopes of the Cordillera
del Bálsamo they are missing due to erosion except for
local depressions around Panchimalco, Rosario de Mora,
north of Huizúcar and west of Zaragoza. (2) Along the
crest of the Cordillera del Bálsamo they are absent on
steep ridges but preserved at the flat parts (not reached
by relief rejuvenization) and in tectonic depressions. In
the west, TB tephra units are interstratified with the San
Salvador and Plan de La Laguna tephra units. (3) Thick
TB tephra deposits accumulated primarily in the Central
Graben owing to the presence of pumice flow deposits;
they have not been removed by erosion yet. Thickness
of TB tephra deposits increases eastward. At the west
they are interstratified with the San Salvador tephra units
and lava flows (Fig. 20a). (4) In the calderas Planes de
Renderos as well as Santo Tomás and in the Panchimalco
depression their greater thickness corresponds to the pres127
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Fig. 20 San Salvador volcano: a – alternating lava flows and tephra units, down-up: andesite lava flow with blocky breccia, TB2 and TB3 tephra
units with soil horizons, basaltic andesite lava flow with aa-type breccia, G2 scoria horizon, palaeosol TB Joven tephra deposits, Col. San Benito (13°41′34.9″N, –89°14′14.8″W ); b – almost completely brecciated andesite lava flow covered by palaeosol, Plan de La Laguna tephra and TB
Joven tephra deposits, Col. La Sultana (13°40′41.4″N, –89°14′38.9″W ).
Plan de La Laguna maar: c – tuff/agglomerate ring of the maar Plan de La Laguna (13°40′28.7″N, –89°14′51.3″W); d – detail of the tuff/agglomerate ring deposits, note fragments of laterite and blocks of older lava; e – distal facies of the Plan de La Laguna tephra, note alternation of sorted laminated beds and massive unsorted beds (explanation in the text), N of Nuevo Cuscatlán (13°39′11.9″N, –89°15′38.5″W); f – detail of stratified sorted tuffs from the figure on the left.
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Fig. 21 The Tierra Blanca tephra deposits: a – succession of Tierra Blanca tephra units separated by palaeosols at Santo Tomás (13°39′4.60″N,
–89°8′54.4″W); b – detail: contact of the TB4 unit with underlying palaeosol; c – detail: pyroclastic surge and fall deposits of the TB3 unit; d – The
TB Joven tephra unit above G2 scoria, see Fig. 22 for the explanation of symbols, San Benito (13°41′34.9″N, –89°14′14.8″W); e – detail at the
lower part of the TB Joven unit, see Fig. 22 for the explanation of symbols, Cerro El Candelero (13°36′40.3″N, –89°11′38.0″W); f – Tierra Blanca Joven: thick pumice flow deposits of the subunit F, southern edge of Ilopango (13°41′20.8″N, –89°6′37.4″W).
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ence of pumice flow deposits along with pumice tuffs
reworked due to syngenetic remobilization. (5) Close
to the Ilopango caldera their thickness is around 60 m.
Pumice flow deposits as well as reworked tuffs (Fig. 23)
contribute to the great thickness. The TB tephra deposits
are divided into four units: TB4, TB3, TB2, and TB Joven
separated by palaeosols (Figs 18, 21a) (Consorcio 1988).
The TB4 tephra unit is of rhyolitic composition. Its
thickness close to the caldera reaches 7 m and gradually decreases westward to roughly 3 m at Santa Tecla
(Hernández et al. 2010). It was often strongly modified
or even completely removed by subsequent erosion
(ridges of Cordilera Bálsamo). The Consorcio (1988)
estimated the original volume of the unit to more than
20 km3 (DRE – dry rock equivalent). The unit consists of
moderately sorted coarse pumice fall deposits with thin
layers of fine ash at the bottom and top (Fig. 21b). The
juvenile fragments of larger size are typically elongated
and flat which, during the eruption, mostly landed subhorizontally producing pseudo-stratification. Close to the
source (< 3–4 km), pumice has average size ~1 cm with
maximum of 5 cm. With increasing distance, 8–12 km
from the source, pumice size decreases to an average of
0.5 cm and maximum of 2 cm. The pumice fall deposits
lack the characteristic stratification. This is explained by
uninterrupted deposition of the uniform size particles.
Rarely are present mafic enclaves implying that injection of mafic magma into differentiated magma chamber
probably triggered the eruption (Hernández et al. 2010).
The TB3 tephra unit represents products of a relatively
small Phreatoplinian type eruption. It consists of fine ash
deposits with variable quantities of accretionary lapilli
and fine to coarse pyroclastic surge deposits (Fig 21c).
Rare small lithic fragments are present besides common
pumice of dacite composition. In the distal zone pumice
fall deposits with ash fall deposits at the base are present. Consorcio (1988) estimated volume of this unit to
1–5 km3 (DRE).
The TB2 tephra unit originated during a minor Phreatoplinian eruption. It consists of poorly sorted beige
to white dacite pumice fall deposits with abundant
crystalloclasts of amphibole, pyroxene, magnetite and
plagioclase as well as intercalations of fine pyroclastic
surge/fall deposits. At the distal zone only the pumice fall
deposits are present. Consorcio (1988) estimated volume
of the unit to 1–5 km3 (DRE). Similarly to the TB4 unit,
there are present fragments implying the phenomena of
mafic–felsic magma mixing.
The TB Joven tephra unit is the youngest (A.C. 429 ±
107 after Dull et al. 2001, A.C. 535 after Dull et al. 2010)
and the most voluminous one. Ejected material covered
an area of 300, 000 km2 and its volume is estimated at
70 km3 (DRE) (Kutterolf et al. 2008). This was a cataclysmic eruption, one of the most destructive in Central
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America (Rolo et al. 2004). In addition to widespread fall
type deposits, a large volume of pumice flow deposits accumulated in depressions closer to the Ilopango caldera
(up to 37 km away). The maximum thickness measured
is 60 m near the Las Cañas river basin. These deposits
are characterized by being white soft and easily erodible,
generating badlands type scarps (Šebesta 2007). Most of
the metropolitan area (AMSS) has been built on tephra
deposits of the TB Joven tephra unit. It is composed of
seven subunits with variable physical characteristics
related to the distinct eruptive mechanisms (Hernández
2004). Going upwards, we distinguish (Figs 21d, f, 22):

G

F

mostly fine tuffs
with accretionary
lapilli – co-ignimbrite
cloud deposits

chaotic
unsorted
pumice tuffs
– unwelded
pumice flow
deposits
pumice/ash
flow deposit

E

stratified pyroclastic
surge deposits
pumice/ash
flow deposit

D

pumice/ash
flow/surge
deposits
with accretionary lapilli

C

fine to coarse tuffs
– stratified fall
and dry surge
deposits
sorted pumice tuffs

B Plinian fall deposits
A phreatomagmatic
fall type deposits
Fig. 22 Subdivision of the Tierra Blanca Joven tephra unit (after Hernández 2004).
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(A) initial sorted phreatomagmatic fall type deposits
up to 10 cm thick; (B) c. 10 cm of moderately sorted
Plinian fall type pumice deposits; (C) moderately sorted
stratified/laminated dry pyroclastic surge deposits with
interbedded fall type deposits (≤ 50 cm); (D) unsorted
fine ash and pumice deposits with accretionary lapilli
(≤ 1 m); (E) moderately sorted dry surge deposits with
unsorted beds of wet surge deposits (≤ 40 cm); (F) chaotic unsorted pumice flow deposits of variable thickness
from less the 1 m at elevations 8–12 km away from the
caldera to 30–50 m next to the source; (G) unsorted or
poorly sorted fine tuffs with accretionary lapilli – coignimbrite pyroclastic surge/fall type deposits.
Close to the Ilopango lake, along the rivers Río La
Jutera, Río Chagüite, Río Cuapa, and tributaries, there
is a subhorizontally laying stratified succession of
moderately to well sorted reworked pumice tuffs and
tuffs below thick pumice flow deposits of the TB Joven
– unit F (Fig. 23). Its thickness exceeds 20 m, base is

a

not exposed. Bosse et al. (1978) assigned this succession to the youngest part of the Cuscatlán Formation.
However, there are several points/arguments that place
this succession among the Tierra Blanca tephra units,
most probably to the early stages of the Tierra Blanca
Joven unit: (1) missing subunits A–E below the subunit
F of the TB Joven tephra unit; (2) continuous succession
of beds without any signs of interruption of depositional
processes (Fig. 23a–b) and resemblance of material in
reworked tuffs and overlying pumice flow deposits (Fig.
23b); (3) no evidence of erosion of the reworked tuffs
before deposition of the pumice flows – reworked tuffs
and pumice flow deposits show a concordant relationship
over a large area; (4) missing palaeosol on the top of
the reworked tuff succession corresponding to the break
in volcanic activity as palaeosols separate tephra units
elsewhere (Figs 19a, 21a).
Most of the succession of reworked tuffs consists of
well stratified and sorted pumice and ash-rich deposits

b

40 cm

c

d

Fig. 23 The Tierra Blanca reworked facies: a – contact of stratified, moderately sorted reworked pumice tuffs with overlying pumice flow deposits, Río Chagüite (13°41′4.44″N, –89°7′7.85″W); b – moderately sorted reworked pumice tuffs below pumice flow deposits showing low angle inclined bedding, Río La Jutera (13°41′28.8″N, –89°6′11.3″W); c – succession of well stratified, sorted reworked pumice tuffs showing lateral
wedging-out of strata, Río La Jutera (13°41′29.5″N, –89°6′8.81″W); d – detail of deposits on the Fig. 23b showing rounding of pumice fragments.
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(Fig. 23). Thicker beds of coarse tuffs with a variable
lithic fragments admixture alternate with relatively thin
fine-grained beds and thin horizons of laminated silty
deposits (Fig. 23c). Pumice fragments show often a
higher degree of rounding (Fig. 23d). Observed textures
include low-angle inclined bedding, convolute deformation of fine-grained and silty beds, drag deformation of
silty deposits underneath coarse beds, reverse grading of
pumice-rich beds, separation of pumice and lithic fragments, lamination of coarser beds, rare bigger fragments
in otherwise medium or fine grained beds. The observed
textures correspond to prevailing deposition by debris and
hyperconcentrated flows (floods) on a flat alluvial plain,
alternating with deposition of silty material from almost
standing water. Rare thick beds of epiclastic breccias
formed of andesite–dacite angular fragments in pumice/
ash-rich matrix represent mudflow deposits. We interpret
the succession of reworked tuffs as syngenetic with early
stages of the TB Joven Phreatoplinian/Plinian explosive
eruption due to a coeval extensive precipitation. Re-

worked material was laid down on the alluvial plain next
to Ilopango lake that – owing to a fast accumulation of
material – prograded probably into the lake as delta. Flat
top of the reworked tuff succession reflects lake‘s water
level at that time.

4.5. Laterites and their extent
Chemical weathering in tropical climatic conditions of El
Salvador resulted in formation of laterites (Fig. 24). As
their evolution requires a long time, c. 1 m. y. or more
(Tardy 1997), they are developed on rocks of the Bálsamo
Formation, especially atop rocks of the older Panchimalco stratovolcano. Thickness of laterites is usually few
metres, however, it can reach over 10 m locally. At their
base there is a zone of partially weathered rocks. Lateritic weathering has affected also younger formations but
laterites have not yet developed and reddish lateritic soils
formed instead. Laterites are present only in those parts
of the study area where they have not been removed by

a

b

c

d

Fig. 24 Laterites: a – a thick cover of laterites atop the Bálsamo Formation, Finca La Marina (13°36′43.7″N, –89°12′52.0″W; b – laterite with
residual blocks of unweathered andesite, Lot. Las Alturas (13°38′16.5″N, –89°13′23.9″W); c – close up of laterite evolved from andesite lava,
Loma San José (13°38′11.1″N, –89°14′14.5″W); d – detail of laterite on the Fig. 24a evolved from epiclastic breccia.
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Fig. 25 Scheme of succession/superposition of volcanic units in the Ilopango Volcanic Complex.

retrograde erosion related to the rejuvenization of relief.
It followed the Early Quaternary uplift of the Cordillera del Bálsamo – along the crest of the Cordillera del
Bálsamo and in the Central Graben marginal fault zone
with related diastrophic blocks. In these areas laterites are
preserved mostly with a cover of younger tephra (Congo/
Arce, Tierra Blanca, Plan de Laguna and San Salvador)
(Fig. 5). During the dry period of the year laterites are
strong and competent. However, during the long lasting rainy season they get wet, plastic and incompetent.
Quality of laterites is variable, reflecting lithology and
composition of the source. Laterites are richer in Fe-, Al-,
Ti- and Mn-bearing secondary minerals and include less
residual material if developed from mafic lava (Fig. 24c)
compared to weathering of more silicic epiclastic volcanic rocks (Fig. 24d). They are rich in limonite, goethite,
hematite, gibbsite, boehmite, anatase, pyrolusite, manganite, halloysite, kaolinite, allophane, and quartz (Tardy
1997). In our case XRD has confirmed the presence of
kaolinite (halloysite), smectite and illite/smectite mixed
layer clay minerals.

4.6. Few notes on the Ilopango volcanic
complex
We are using the term Ilopango volcanic complex for
remnants of an extensive compound andesite stratovolcano east of the study area hosting the Ilopango caldera
(Fig. 4). We have not carried out in its domain any systematic field work. However, we have collected 7 samples
from different units of the complex for K–Ar dating in
order to complement the picture of volcanic evolution of
the area. It is evident from the analysis of morphology
and geological map (Bosse et al. 1978) that the complex
represents a succession of superimposed volcanic structures, the Ilopango caldera being the youngest one. Taking into account field relationships and results of K–Ar
dating we propose the following succession (Fig. 25):

(1) the Bálsamo Formation represented by remnants of
andesite stratovolcano with the central zone in the area
of the Ilopango caldera – we propose to name it as “Antiguo Ilopango stratovolcano”; (2) the Ilopango ignimbrites
of the Cuscatlán Formation (an analogue to the Jayaque
ignimbrites) related to the Antiguo Ilopango caldera; (3) a
basaltic andesite effusive volcano with the central zone in
the area of the Ilopango caldera – we propose the name
“Ilopango volcano”; (4) evolution of the Ilopango caldera
associated with silicic extrusive dome emplacement, first
at the rim, later on the floor and Phreatoplinian/Plinian
explosive eruptions (Mann 2003).

5. Volcanic evolution of the area
There are published radiometric data available concerning ages of the San Salvador Fm. tephra units (Fig. 18)
but the radiometric ages of the Bálsamo and Cuscatlán
formations in El Salvador have been missing so far. The
ages are based solely on the correlation of volcanic formations across the northern Central America (Reynolds
1980) and on the analogy with the SE Guatemala (Reynolds 1987). Therefore, we have dated 30 samples of the
Bálsamo and Cuscatlán formations using the conventional
K–Ar method.

5.1.	Results of radiometric dating
Dated samples are localized in the Fig. 5 (except those
from the Ilopango volcanic complex). The Tab. 1 provides their GPS coordinates, assignment of samples to
volcanic units (formations and members), type of geological object dated, petrographic type of analyzed rock,
and dated fraction/material.
Samples of fresh rocks having mass of 300–500 g
were crushed, sieved to fraction 0.3–0.1 mm, washed to
remove fine dust and dried. No further treatment was ap-
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plied in the case of whole-rock dating. The groundmass
fraction was separated by permanent magnet. At first
was extracted the fraction rich in magnetite using a weak
magnet. Then remaining groundmass was separated from
phenocrysts of pyroxene and plagioclase by a stronger
magnet. Purity of collected groundmass fractions varied
in the range 70–90 %.
Dating of the groundmass fraction eliminates more or
less the problem of possible excess 40Arrad in potassiumpoor phenocrysts that might be serious in the case of very
young rocks. Groundmass is usually richer in potassium
than whole rock and in that way increases precision of
K–Ar analyses. However, matrix of ignimbrites contains
often minute lithic fragments of older rocks. Dating of
ignimbrite as a whole rock or its matrix can provide false
results, usable as maximum ages only. In order to avoid
this problem in such cases we have dated separated juvenile pumice fragments or glassy fiamme.
Potassium contents were determined in 0.05 g of fine
sample powders digested in hydrochloric and nitric acids
and finally taken to 0.2M HCl. Potassium was determined
by flame photometry with a Na buffer and Li internal
standard. Based on inter-laboratory standards Asia 1/65
LP-6 HD-B1 and GL-O relative analytical error of potassium determination is 2 %. Argon was extracted by radio
frequency fusion in Mo crucibles in previously baked out
stainless steel vacuum system. Pure 38Ar spike was added
from gas pipette system and the released gases cleaned
using Ti-sponge with SAES St707 pills getters and liquid
nitrogen traps respectively. The purified Ar was transported directly into a 15 cm radius magnetic sector type
mass spectrometer built in Debrecen. Argon isotope ratio
was measured in the static mode. Based on calibration of
the gas pipette using international standards, the relative
analytical error of 38Ar spike is 2 %. Based on repeated
measurements (long-time stability of the instrument) the
relative analytical errors of 40Ar/38Ar and 36Ar/38Ar isotope
ratios determination are 1 %. Age of the sample has been
calculated using the decay constants suggested by Steiger
and Jäger (1977) and isotopic composition of natural potassium 39K – 93.2581 % 40K – 0.01167 % 41K – 6.7302
%. Analytical error is given at 68% confidence level (1σ)
using the equation of Cox and Dalrymple (1967). Details
of analytical procedures have been published elsewhere
(Odin et al. 1982; Balogh 1985).
Altogether, 35 analyses have been performed on
30 samples. Results are given in the Tab. 1. With exception of 3 results, eliminated from further consideration
due to inconsistency, the ages are consistent and dependable. The lower relative precision of the youngest results
reflects the proximity to the detection limit. Intervals of
analytical results and likely time spans for the individual
geological units are given in the Tab. 2. The probable
age intervals are based on visual evaluation of normal
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distribution density curves (sums of normal distribution
density curves of individual samples given by age and
error). Succession of geological units with the probable
age intervals is shown in the Fig. 26.

5.2.	Evolution of volcanic activity
During the Late Miocene time the volcanic arc axis
migrated closer to the trench, roughly into its present
position (Reynolds 1987; Mann 2007). In the study area
and surroundings, volcanic activity of the CAVF in its
new position started already during the Late Miocene
by formation of the extensive basaltic andesite–andesite
Panchimalco stratovolcano representing the Bálsamo
Formation. We have no evidence for continuation of
the Bálsamo Formation volcanic activity during most
of Pliocene. Perhaps, the Antiguo Ilopango stratovolcano
or some other volcanoes outside of the study area were
erupting during this time interval. Volcanic activity of
the Bálsamo Formation in the study area was concluded
by formation of very extensive basaltic andesite–andesite
Jayaque stratovolcano during the Late Pliocene–Early
Pleistocene time.

0
Ma

SS volcano, Arce/Congo, Tierra Blanca 1–4, Plan de Laguna maar
Early Ilopango caldera domes and tuffs
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Panchimalco stratovolcano
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8
Fig. 26 Succession and probable ages of distinguished geological units.
Differences in ages of individual units on the left and right sides of the
diagram reflect uncertainties in their ages. Note the change in the age
scale at 1 Ma.
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Tab. 1 Results of K–Ar dating of rocks from the Bálsamo and Cuscatlán formations
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Tab. 2 K–Ar ages of the Bálsamo and Cuscatlán formations
number of results

range of results (Ma)

probable age interval
(Ma)

Bálsamo Fm., Panchimalco stratovolcano

4

7.1 ± 0.23 – 6.3 ± 0.25

7.2 – 6.1

Bálsamo Fm., Jayaque stratovolcano

8

2.49 ± 0.20 – 1.45 ± 0.09

2.6 – 1.5

Cuscatlán Fm., Ilopango Ignimbrites

2

1.81 ± 0.22 – 1.77 ± 0.22

1.9 – 1.7

Cuscatlán Fm., Jayaque Ignimbrites

3

1.53 ± 0.07 – 1.35 ± 0.07

1.6 – 1.4

Cuscatlán Fm., Ilopango volcano

2

1.44 ± 0.14 – 1.00 ± 0.31

1.5 – 0.8

Cuscatlán Fm., Loma Larga volcano

5

0.90 ± 0.36 – 0.35 ± 0.50

0.8 – 0.5

Cuscatlán Fm., San Jacinto domes/cone

4

0.36 ± 0.04 – 0.27 ± 0.17

0.4 – 0.25

Cuscatlán Fm., Ilopango caldera rim dome

1

0.18 ± 0.088

0.25 – 0.1

Cuscatlán Fm., Ant. Cuscatlán scoria cone

1

0.12 ± 0.13

0.2 – 0.08

Cuscatlán Fm., Ilopango caldera floor domes

2

0.08 ± 0.028 – 0.06 ± 0.029

0.11 – 0.05

dated geological unit

Activity of intermediate–silicic caldera volcanoes
characteristic of the Cuscatlán Formation (Reynolds
1980, 1987) commenced during the Early Pleistocene,
firstly in the E by Ilopango ignimbrites, later in the W by
Jayaque ignimbrites. Jayaque ignimbrites were related
to the Jayaque caldera in the central zone of the Jayaque
andesite stratovolcano. The relationship of the Ilopango
ignimbrites to the caldera in the central zone of the Antiguo Ilopango stratovolcano can be only assumed. A
possibility that the Ilopango ignimbrites were related to
the Santo Tomás caldera in the central zone of the former
Panchimalco stratovolcano can not be excluded at present.
Volcanic activity of the Cuscatlán Formation in the
study area and its surroundings continued during the
early Middle Pleistocene by evolution of two basalt–basaltic andesite volcanoes situated in the central zones
and calderas of the former andesite stratovolcanoes. The
Loma Larga volcano evolved in the Santo Tomás caldera
and the Ilopango volcano in the assumed early Ilopango
caldera.
Silicic volcanic activity of the Cuscatlán Formation
in the study area and its surroundings was resumed during the late Middle Pleistocene by the formation of the
San Jacinto andesite–dacite extrusive domes and related
Planes de Renderos caldera, San Jacinto andesite effusive
cone and San José tuff/scoria cone. Later, the centre of
extrusive and Phreatoplinian/Plinian explosive activity
moved to the Ilopango caldera. Its shape with several
semicircular embayments is the clear evidence that the
caldera is a result of multiple events. Since the Late
Pleistocene, silicic extrusive and explosive activities
of the Ilopango caldera were accompanied by a growth of
the San Salvador basaltic andesite–andesite stratovolcano
(Fig. 18) (Hernández 2008). Exact timing of its beginning remains unconstrained. The oldest record is 70 ka
(Sofield 2004). Volcanic activity was associated with

uplift of the Cordillera del Bálsamo and subsidence of
the Central Graben since the Middle Pleistocene.

6. Conclusions
Geological mapping and palaeovolcanic reconstruction
carried out in the southern Part of the San Salvador Metropolitan Area (AMSS) have brought substantial advances
in understanding of geology and volcanic evolution of the
study area – the Cordillera del Bálsamo, marginal fault
system and southern part of the Central Graben (between
active San Salvador volcano and Ilopango caldera). Three
volcanic formations make up the geology of the study area
– the Late Miocene to Early Pleistocene Bálsamo Formation, the Middle Pleistocene Cuscatlán Formation and the
Late Pleistocene to recent San Salvador Formation.
The Bálsamo Formation represents remnants of
two large basaltic andesite to andesite stratovolcanoes,
Panchimalco and Jayaque. They are well expressed in
morphology and show periclinal dips up to 15º in the
proximal zone. Stratovolcanic complex of lava flows
and coarse epiclastic volcanic breccias dominates in the
proximal zone, while coarse epiclastic volcanic breccias/conglomerates are characteristic of the medial and
epiclastic volcanic conglomerates and sandstones of the
distal zones of the former stratovolcanoes. Based on K–
Ar dating, the most probable ages of the Panchimalco and
Jayaque stratovolcanoes are 7.2–6.1 Ma and 2.6–1.5 Ma
respectively. Apparently, the Bálsamo Formation encompasses products of volcanoes with variable ages spanning
Late Miocene–Early Pleistocene.
The Cuscatlán Formation is in the study area and its
surroundings represented by:
• The Jayaque and Santo Tomás calderas situated in central zones of the Jayaque and Panchimalco stratovolca137
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noes. While the caldera collapse of the Jayaque stratovolcano followed shortly after the volcano evolution,
in the case of the Pancimalco stratovolcano a considerable time gap of several m. y. separated the evolution
of the volcano from the caldera collapse.
• The andesitic–dacitic Ilopango ignimbrites (1.9–1.7
Ma) in the SE and Jayaque ignimbrites (1.6–1.4 Ma)
in the SW parts of the area. While Jayaque ignimbrites were associated with the Jayaque caldera, the relationship of the Ilopango ignimbrites to the Antiguo
Ilopango caldera is only assumed and a possible link
to the Santo Tomás caldera can not be excluded.
• The basalt–andesite Ilopango volcano (1.5–0.8 Ma) assumed on the basis of K–Ar dating and probable superposition over the Ilopango ignimbrites.
• The Loma Larga basalt–basaltic andesite volcano
(0.8–0.5 Ma) situated in the Santo Tomás caldera. The
volcano is of the effusive type with subordinate agglomerates in the proximal zone. Hyaloclastite breccias
occur with lava flows north of Santo Tomás implying
an existence of a caldera lake at that time. Intracanyon
lava flows evolved in valleys draining the Santo Tomás caldera southwards.
• The Planes de Renderos caldera in the central zone of
the Loma Larga volcano.
• The dacite–andesite San Jacinto extrusive domes and
slightly younger andesite effusive cone (0.4–0.25 Ma).
Their evolution was linked with the collapse of the
Planes de Renderos caldera and probably also with the
initial stage of the Central Graben subsidence. The domes initiated a period of silicic extrusive and explosive activity that has moved later to the Ilopango caldera area.
• The basalt–dacite San José tuff/scoria cone (exact age
unknown).
• The Ilopango caldera extrusive domes (0.25–0.05 Ma).
The one at the caldera rim is older than the ones
situated on the caldera floor. Results of K–Ar dating
underline the fact that the evolution of silicic extrusive
domes was associated to, and/or alternated with, silicic
explosive activity related to the Ilopango caldera.
• The Antiguo Cuscatlán scoria cone (0.2–0.08 Ma). Its
probable age points to the volcanic activity along the
NW–SE oriented zone developed very early on in the
San Salvador volcano history.
• Older tephra deposits of the Coatepeque and Ilopango calderas exposed along marginal faults of the Central Graben.
The San Salvador Formation forms a tephra cover
along the crest of the Cordillera del Bálsamo where it
rests on laterites atop the Bálsamo Formation, and in the
Central Graben, where the tephra horizons are interbedded with San Salvador volcano lava flows. Tephra units
belong to the Coatepeque caldera tephra units Arce and
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Congo, the San Salvador volcano tephra units Apopa,
G1 and G2 and the Ilopango caldera tephra units Tierra
Blanca 4 through 1 (TB Joven) spanning some 70–1 ka.
Tephra units are separated by palaeosols and accumulations of brownish aeolian dusty deposits. The presence of
laterites and overlying tephra horizons interstratified with
fossil soil plays a crucial role in initiation of landslides.
Laterites are present only in those parts of the study area
where they have not been removed by retrograde erosion
related to the rejuvenation of relief following the Early
Quaternary uplift of the Cordillera del Bálsamo – i.e.,
along the crest of the Cordillera del Bálsamo and marginal fault zone with related diastrophic blocks.
Our geological mapping and palaeovolcanic reconstruction have confirmed that established geological
formations are not sufficient to describe geological structure and evolution in a greater detail. As a consequence
we have introduced new lithostratigraphic units in the
category of members.
The project of geological mapping in the southern part
of the AMSS has been carried out with the aim to provide
necessary geological information for urban planning and
natural hazard mitigation. Unfortunately, natural hazards
can not be avoided as they are a consequence of natural
conditions of the country. However, proper preventive
actions based on sound geological knowledge can minimize their impact.
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